
Robert Smith 
Lead Dog Bather

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Service oriented individual aiming for a standard of perfection in myself and
work. Professionalism is always a given, but greater, self-imposed drive is to
positively value, impact and encourage the people around.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Dog Bather
ABC Corporation -   October 2009 – November 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Answer phones and schedule appointments, bathe and dry dogs, assist 
the groomer in restraint of her dogs if needed.

 Clean and sanitize cages and tubs and tables.
 Helped to establish a client base, and now they are referring friends to 

our shop.
 Skills Used Ability to restrain safely and with as little stress to the 

animal as possible.
 Ability to clean and animal-based upon the type of hair/coat it has.
 Answering questions and the phones and scheduling appointments that 

fit what everyone needed.
 Bath Dogs, Trim/Grind Nails, Brush out dogs.

Dog Bather
ABC Corporation -   2004 – 2009 

Responsibilities:

 My responsibilities here as a dog bather was checking in the dog, which 
included doing a full check up on the dog in the lobby too see what kind
of bath package the dog would benefit from, ex if the dog had dry skin I 
would recommend the oatmeal bath for his/her skin , checking ears, 
nails, and teeth as well.

 And sometimes expressing the anal glad as well Accomplishments The 
impact I had during this job was the fact that I was contributing to the 
health of dogs/cats in our salon.

 Some dogs were not in the greatest shape when they came in.
 So knowing I could help these pets that made a big impact on me going 

to work everyday, because it didnt feel like work at all.
 Skills Used Some skills that I used everyday was patience, some dogs 

were testy, other enjoyed being in the salon.
 Most dogs had a history of biting, growling, and thrashing.
 So when dogs would come in I would have to be patience with them, 

also another skill was time management, I was taking dogs every half 
an hour at petsmart so everything was timed so if I had a difficult dog I 
would take my time with him/her but I would also make sure everything 
was done correctly with handling the dog.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Swimming.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

Associate in Veterinary Technology - 1998(Columbus State 
Community College - Columbus, OH)
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